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Abstract: 
“Critical realism” is one of the most important positions in the current science and theol-
ogy debate. An analysis of its origin and meaning leads to the question if this position 
mostly propagated by physicist-theologians could miss an intrinsic feature of the personal 
dimension of reality. A deeper meaning of the personal dimension sets human science 
apart. Taking into account social science’s insight that persons responsible for their con-
clusions and actions drive the process of science, the moral dimension of science has to 
be emphasized. To integrate these aspects into a coherent position, a more differentiated 
epistemological model is needed. The solution proposed in this paper is to modify critical 
realism to constructive-critical realism. Theologically interpreted, constructive-critical 
realism remembers humankind’s purpose to shape nature in cooperation with God and 
with the means of culture toward increasing realization of freedom in relationship.  
The argument is widely influenced by an analysis of the works of John Polkinghorne.1 
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Paper: 

“Almost all scientists believe that they are learning about the actual nature of the physical 
world that they investigate. Consciously or unconsciously, they are critical realists” 
claims John Polkinghorne2 and leaves us with some questions: 

(1) What does critical realism mean? 

(2) How does Polkinghorne himself interpret critical realism? 

(3) Is critical realism indeed the point of view of a majority of scientists? 

In this paper, we can only address the first two of the three questions. The third question, 
if critical realism is indeed a perspective on science held by a majority of scientists, is 
impossible to answer without a balanced empirical survey. Of course such renowned 
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members of the scientific community like Polkinghorne tell us so3. The claim is not a 
totally new one, though. 

(1) It was Ian Barbour who claimed in his Issues in Science and Religion that „scientists 
usually assume realism in their work”4. It was also Barbour who qualified this scientific 
realism as a „critical” one. By this, he coined the use of the term „critical realism” in the 
science and theology debate. In his Issues, he presents critical realism as the conclusion 
of a survey of existing epistemologies and contrasts it with naïve realism, which over-
looks the role of man’s mind in the creation of theories. Critical realism, Barbour states, 
acknowledges both: the creativity of man’s mind and the existence of patterns in events 
that are not created in man’s mind. The contribution of the subject is never completely 
separable from the process of scientific enquiry, although prominence is given to the ob-
ject5.  

Drawing on Mary Hesse6, Barbour traces the basic idea of the concept back to A.N. 
Whitehead, whose „critical realism allows for the role of both subject and object in 
knowledge”7. His „social view of reality” included the scientific process. By recognising 
the abstractive, partial and symbolic character of scientific concepts, Whitehead at-
tempted to do justice to a wide range of human experience – aesthetic, moral, and reli-
gious8. Equally Barbour aims at a „coherent interpretation of experience” including sci-
ence and theology9, in which critical realism accounts for the similarities between the 
methods of the two.  

(2) Now that we elucidated where the term critical realism stems from and know what it 
was meant to mean, we want to examine Polkinghorne's use of critical realism more 
closely. In his fundamental book named One World, Polkinghorne defends a view of sci-
ence, which asserts its achievements to be a „tightening grasp of an actual reality”. This 
is clearly an option for realism. In his explicit interpretation, critical realism means, that 
all that can be achieved in the scientific process will be verisimilitude, not truth10. The 
term itself and its distinction from naïve realism may stem from Barbour, which Polking-
horne marks as one of the major sources of his own work11.  

Special to Polkinghorne’s understanding of critical realism is a certain motto that evolves 
to describe it: „epistemology models ontology12, which means that the totality of what we 
can know is a reliable guide to what is the case. Polkinghorne links this motto to the un-
derstanding of the uncertainty relation. Originally, it was epistemological in character; 
Heisenberg showed there were intrinsic limitations on what could be measured. Yet very 
shortly, Heisenberg and almost all other physicists were giving the principle an ontologi-
cal interpretation. “It was treated as a principle of actual indeterminacy, not mere igno-
rance”13.  

Barbour possibly influences also this train of Polkinghorne’s thought. According to 
Barbour, it was Heisenberg’s interpretation (endorsed by many physicists) that „indeter-
minacy is an objective feature of nature”, and not only an epistemological limitation of 
man’s knowledge. Barbour continues: „Such a viewpoint would accord with the critical 
realism we have advocated”14. Hence, hallmark of „the real” is not the observable any 
more, but the intelligible15. In the problematic case of observations in the quantum world, 
for Polkinghorne this must have been a very insightful thought to adopt. With the slogan 
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‘epistemology models ontology’, he defends a realist and rational theory of science 
against constructivist approaches as those of Pickering’s „Constructing Quarks” and 
Thomas Kuhn’s incommensurability hypothesis16.  

„I believe”, he states, „that nuclear matter is made up of quarks which are not only un-
seen but which are also invisible in principle.”17 For Polkinghorne, this apology of the 
reality of the quantum world is closely linked to an apology of the invisible God. Conse-
quently, he borrows language from theology to describe the strange quantum world: „we 
know the economic quark but not the immanent quark”18. Vice versa he proposes the 
critical realist slogan ’epistemology models ontology’ to paraphrase Rahner’s Trinitarian 
rule19. 

Faith seeking understanding 

We have seen how much Polkinghorne stresses the parallels between (physical) science 
and theology. „The scientist and the theologian both work by faith, a realist trust in the 
rational reliability of our understanding of experience.”20 What inspired him to think so? 

Polkinghorne started his theological training with the conviction, that the pursuit of sci-
ence is an aspect of the imago dei21. Later, he links this idea to his understanding of criti-
cal realism: „the image of God is not so defaced in humanity that we are unable to attain 
a verisimilitudinous grasp of reality”22. The philosophical ground for this close interlock 
between science and theology is provided by Polkinghorne’s philosopher of choice: Mi-
chael Polanyi. His influence on Polkinghorne we will elucidate now. 

„A tacit and passionate contribution of the person knowing what is being known” is a 
„necessary component of all knowledge”23, this is the core of Michael Polanyi’s fiduciary 
programme. The historical source for this insight into the fiduciary ground of the scien-
tific enterprise can be found in St. Augustine’s nisi credideritis, non intelligitis24. „A fi-
duciary philosophy … (like Christianity) says that we should hold on to what we truly 
believe, even when realizing the absurdly remote chances of this enterprise, trusting the 
unfathomable intimations that call upon us to do so”25. According to Polanyi, the un-
avoidable personal contribution to the process of science shows that it is man’s calling to 
responsible commitment, which drives the process of inquiry with universal intent. It is 
his philosophy that Polkinghorne adopts when characterizing both science and theology 
as fides quaerens intellectum – faith seeking understanding26.  

While in Barbour’s origins the concept of critical realism is affiliated with A.N. White-
head only, in Polkinghorne’s interpretation Polanyi’s philosophy reveals an increasing 
influence.  
However, the thoughts of Michael Polanyi and A.N. Whitehead converge. As Polanyi 
builds his philosophy of science on the appreciation of ‘tacit skills of judgements’ – the 
fact that we know more than we can tell27 –, similarly Whitehead describes a primitive 
stage of consciousness prior to self-consciousness: a „consciousness of ourselves as aris-
ing out of rapport, interconnection and participation in processes reaching beyond our-
selves.”28 
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We will rest a while with Whitehead, because he is more influential on Polkinghorne than 
–regarding Polkinghorne’s criticism on process philosophy29 – it would seem at first 
hand. At first, there is Whitehead's founding influence on the whole concept of critical 
realism, which Polkinghorne inherits through his reception of Barbour. Of special influ-
ence then is Whitehead’s prominent statement on the similarities between „dogmas” of 
science and religion: „The dogmas of religion are the attempts to formulate in precise 
terms the truths disclosed in the religious experience of mankind. In exactly the same way 
the dogmas of physical science are the attempts to formulate in precise terms the truths 
disclosed in the sense-perception of mankind.”30  

How can we understand this bold claim? In „Science and the Modern World”, Whitehead 
shows himself well aware of the apparent conflict thesis regarding science and religion. 
However, „both religion and science have always been in a state of continual develop-
ment.”31 He argues, that the clash between the two on points of detail should not lead us 
hastily to abandon doctrines for which there is solid evidence. It is instead a sign, „that 
there are wider truths and finer perspectives within which a reconciliation of a deeper 
religion and a more subtle science can be found.”32 

Equally, in his Gifford Lectures Polkinghorne expresses his conviction that a fundamen-
tal theory has to be „tough, surprising and exciting” and extends this conviction to theol-
ogy, too33. Moreover, the example provided must have appeared congenial to him. 
Whitehead mentions the two competing theories of light (as particle and as wave) at his 
time (1926), summarising: „Scientists have to leave it at that, and wait for the future, in 
the hope of attaining some wider vision which reconciles both”34. It was no other than 
Polkinghorne’s teacher and colleague, Paul Dirac, who reconciled the two theories by his 
quantum field theory of light one year later (1927). From here we can understand, what 
inspired Polkinghorne to compare the way of finding truth in science and religion at the 
examples of the theory of light and the dual nature of Jesus Christ35.  

I conclude. As Whitehead tried „to construct a system of ideas which bring aesthetic, 
moral and religious interests into relation with those concepts of the world which have 
their origin in natural science”36, Polkinghorne started his work with the assumption of 
One World. With critical realism as core component of their theories, both Polkinghorne 
and Barbour are pursuing the aim of a „coherent interpretation of experience”37 or to say 
it with Polkinghorne’s words: As the possibility of science is the consequence of the de-
posit of the imago dei within humanity, the unity of knowledge is underwritten by the one 
true god38. Although Polkinghorne’s interpretation is apparently stronger theological in 
character, both Barbour and Polkinghorne see the overarching goal of science in the 
search for understanding39. In line with the thoughts of Michael Polanyi, one could hence 
follow Polkinghorne to characterize the methodological approach of critical realism in 
both science and religion as faith seeking understanding.  

I do not want to end this short survey of the roots and aims of critical realism in the sci-
ence and theology debate without mentioning its third prominent propagator, which is 
Arthur Peacocke. In his review of „critical realism in science and religion”40, he identifies 
his own term „sceptical and qualified” realism41 with Barbour’s critical realism. Early he 
realized the kinship of his thoughts with Barbour’s, especially the kinship of his idea to 
use a kind of critical realism as a concept to compare science and religion42. Although 
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Peacocke does lay emphasis on the philosophical discussion on realism43, he also feels 
attracted by the belief that sceptical and qualified realism is the working assumption of 
practical scientists.  
Hence, critical realism is indeed, as Polkinghorne claims, „a philosophical position based 
on the actual experience of the scientific community”44. Yet one has to be exact: the 
community of natural science. 

Another point of view 

Having this observation in mind, I want to ask the question, if the current use of critical 
realism invoked by scientist- (or to be exact physicist-45) theologians as a concept to re-
late science and theology could not bias the perspective on this relation in natural scien-
tist categories. Could it not lead to an underestimation of the fact that theology is com-
monly perceived to be part of humanities? I do not doubt it to be necessary for „Religion 
in an Age of Science” to engage with those habits of thought, which prevail in a culture 
greatly influenced by the success of science46. Yet if we regard with which subjects the 
theological sub-disciplines usually co-operate, it will be more those like literary criticism 
and history - belonging to humanities. When Polkinghorne remarked, that the contribu-
tion of those trained in human sciences in the science and theology debate is too 
small47this demonstrates at least a growing awareness of the idea that something may 
have been missed.  

What are the origins of this deficit? I suggest to investigate the world views which lead 
the research. Take the example of Polkinghorne himself: he distinguishes the scientific, 
the personal and the religious view of the world48, because „reality is too rich to be taken 
in at a single glance; it must be viewed from many perspectives.”49 Furthermore, he men-
tions science, aesthetics, morality/ethics and religion as windows into the multi-levelled 
character of the world50.  

The world view Polkinghorne follows here, is clearly Whitehead’s. His study of Science 
and the Modern World „has been guided by the conviction that the mentality of an epoch 
springs from the view of the world which is, in fact, dominant in the educated sections of 
the communities in question. … The various human interests which suggest cosmologies, 
and are also influenced by them, are science, aesthetics, ethics, religion.”51 Polkinghorne 
somewhat condenses this variety of reality into three realms: the impersonal, the personal 
and the transpersonal one. „Science and theology lie at the opposite ends of a spectrum of 
rational human enquiry into reality. At the scientific end is the realm of impersonal ex-
perience; at the theological end is the realm of the experience of the transpersonal. In 
between lie the realms of human personal encounter with reality, which are subjects of 
disciplines such as aesthetics and ethics.”52  

Consequently, as in Whitehead’s metaphysics actually opposed and tried to be reconciled 
are science (physics and biology) at the one end and religion at the other end of the spec-
trum. Hence, we may not wonder, that from Barbour to Polkinghorne and all the adher-
ents of the ‘Age of Science’, we find ourselves back in a more or less direct comparison 
of (physical) science and theology. Although Polkinghorne intended to stress the trust-
worthiness of just the personal experience53, the position of this very personal realm in 
his thought is transitional only: it serves to show that there is more in the world than 
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meets the scientist’s eye; it is a step further to acknowledge that „there is a Mind and a 
Purpose behind the history of the universe and that the One whose veiled presence is in-
timated in this way is worthy of worship and the ground of hope”54. Yet could it not be 
possible, that there is a major difference built into the personal world, which must not be 
left out if one wants to compare science and theology adequately?  

In any offspring of Barbour’s influential approach, „’science’ will refer to the natural 
sciences; except for tangential comments, the social sciences are not explored”55. We 
have to be aware of its consequences: when only natural science is involved, the richness 
of theology is reduced to a theology of nature only. Keeping the existing differences be-
tween human and natural sciences in mind, I therefore want to ask the question, if „criti-
cal realism” is differentiated enough to serve as an underlying philosophy and concept to 
relate „science” and „theology”, because its perspective omits social and human sciences. 
Although this is of course not anyone’s intention, I have to ask if we do not face here that 
sort of „direct epistemological connections between the natural sciences and theology” 
which according to Philip Clayton „commit a type of category mistake”56. 

The constructive role of the subject in the process of science 

Critical realism accounts for the similarities between the methods of science and religion, 
but it does not take into account the differences between the two57. The reason for this 
can be found in the fact, that although Barbour reminds, that „the contrasts of science and 
religion must always be kept in mind”, his emphasis lies on the almost immediately fol-
lowing statement that „the contrasts are not as absolute as most recent theologians and 
philosophers have maintained”58. The „alternative languages” approach is taken as a 
mere starting point; „the critical realist cannot remain content with a plurality of unre-
lated languages” and will „attempt to formulate a coherent interpretation of experi-
ence”59. 

Stressing parallelism and coherence of science and religion, Barbour, and likewise Polk-
inghorne, realize only a difference in degree between the divergent disciplines. When our 
rational inquiry moves us from physical to personal science, the more deeply the encoun-
ter with reality will be, says Polkinghorne; the more cultural factors will play a part, be-
cause the dependence on tacit skills of judgement increases60. These ideas are Michael 
Polanyi’s, also used by Barbour when pointing out that there is an increasing influence of 
personality from natural to social to human sciences61. Yet could it not be, that such a talk 
of a gradual continuum is unwarranted, because it „neglects a distinctive feature of the 
human sciences, that continues to separate the study of the human sphere from (even 
hermeneutically conceived) natural science”62?  

It will be helpful to realize that already Michael Polanyi’s own treatment of the differ-
ences between science, art and religion is more differentiated than how he is presented by 
Barbour and Polkinghorne. While Polanyi spoke of the verification of science by experi-
ence, he reserved for the process by which other systems than science are tested the term 
validation63. We realize the different language here? Of course, both are an acknowl-
edgement of a commitment: they claim the presence of something real and external to the 
speaker. The structure of commitment remains unchanged, but its depth becomes greater; 
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when we pass from verification to validation, we rely increasingly on internal rather than 
external evidence64.  

What does that mean for a realist position, claiming the (external) object, not the subject, 
to make the predominant contribution to knowledge65? It is my hypothesis that a critical 
realist position is only fitting with natural science. When we pass on to human science or 
even arts the contribution of the subject cannot be viewed mainly critically any more, but 
becomes essential to what is going on; in Polanyi’s wording, we rely increasingly on “in-
ternal evidence”. As the structure of commitment and the universal intent remains, I be-
lieve we can rest with realism to express this intention, but I would prefer to label the 
realism „constructive” realism then. Realism at its core is a personal belief and a com-
mitment to an external reality. 

What could sound as a paradox, for me expresses quite well the intention of Personal 
Knowledge. Contrary to that, the integration of Michael Polanyi’s concept of tacit know-
ing which „cannot be critical”66 into „critical” realism cannot present a too lucky choice. 
Polanyi makes clear, that the role of the subject cannot be portrayed as a minor element 
in the process of inquiry. It is the subject’s passionate contribution and commitment to 
universal intent, which only allows to speak of not only subjective, but „personal” 
knowledge67. Yet aware of the basic similarities between Polanyi’s thought and that of 
Whitehead it does not make sense to me to abandon the concept of critical realism totally. 
However, I want to emphasize Polanyi’s insight, that the role of the subject presents a 
magnificent constructive task, and that’s why I want to leave a tribute to this in my very 
epistemology, calling it „constructive-critical realism”. 

Double Hermeneutics 

In my view, Polkinghorne is quite right to remark that ‘the scientist and the theologian 
both work by faith, a realist trust in the rational reliability of our understanding of experi-
ence.’ I only think, he is failing to fully connect this to an insight of Thomas F. Torrance: 
„It is always the nature of things that must prescribe for us the specific mode of rational-
ity that we must adopt toward them and prescribe also the form of verification apposite to 
them”68. I conclude from here, that the rationalities of natural, social, human science and 
of course theology are different ones, and I go on with Polanyi to say that the verification 
taking place in human science and art would better be called validation. 

Utilized to overcome the alternative language approach, critical realism ignores these 
differences. To avoid this invalid shortcut and to find a way to keep the differences be-
tween the realms of reality, I suggest it to be helpful to go back to the early mechanist 
times of science. There, it has been necessary to sharply distinguish the personal from the 
impersonal realm to save the subject in personal science. I believe, therefore history can 
tell us best, where the epistemological differences between the two realms reside – the 
differences, which critical realism tends to forget.  

It has been Wilhelm Dilthey, who coined the term „Geisteswissenschaften” (humanities) 
just against those that tried to subjugate every science under a mechanistically shaped 
natural scientific methodology69. His argument for a distinction of the realm of humani-
ties is that while in natural sciences, nature is the focus and explanations have to try to 
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extinguish the human factor as much as possible, focus of the human sciences is the total-
ity of life including meaning, value and purpose. Here, one can only understand by going 
through a vivid experience (Erlebnis) that constitutes nature for oneself70. While in natu-
ral science, the method is to recognize physical objects, in human science understanding 
of the object of research is needed beforehand. We have to remember this distinction be-
tween explaining and understanding. The emphasis on originality in human sciences (in 
contrast to the search for general laws in natural sciences) is its consequence only71. In 
Clayton’s words, social scientists do not only have to regard their own subjectivity, they 
also need empathically to understand their objects of study as a necessary precondition 
for exploration and explanation72; in addition to the interpretative framework imposed by 
every researcher, the object of research here is itself symbolically structured73. 

Polanyi objected any sharp dichotomy between science and humanities like Dilthey’s, but 
only because he wanted to emphasize the personal character of all knowledge, including 
natural science74. Nevertheless, he remained aware of differences between the disciplines. 
“As the subject of our understanding ascends to higher levels of existence, it reveals ever 
new comprehensive features, the study of which requires ever new powers of understand-
ing.”75  

By the application of the double adjective „constructive-critical” on realism, I therefore 
want to remember Dilthey’s historical insight on differences between impersonal and 
personal science. For the science of the impersonal, a mostly critical view of the personal 
involvement in the process of science may justifiably dominate, because according to 
intersubjective agreement and commitment, the object of study is the impersonal world. 
But in the science of the personal, the degree of personal involvement is to deep to call it 
simply a „critical” element. Already the „subjective” character of the object of enquiry 
demands a higher estimation of the subject in the process of knowledge. Hence the sci-
ences of the personal cannot simply claim objective reality to major on the subjective 
element within the process of science, as plain critical realism does. When science be-
comes an interpersonal inquiry, the process of knowledge is recursive in a higher degree. 
„When we reach the point at which one man knows another man, the knower so fully 
dwells in that which he knows, that we can no longer place the two on different logical 
levels.” Observation becomes encounter76. Verification turns to validation.  

As I have mentioned, this distinction of methodologies according to the different objects 
researched, is an idea much stressed by Thomas F. Torrance77. Polkinghorne is well 
aware of this idea, and even labels the insight that components of reality … are known in 
ways that accord with their natures and that we cannot determine beforehand what these 
epistemological modes will be as „congenial to the scientific mind”78. We remember that 
‘epistemology models ontology’. Nevertheless I believe it remains necessary to modify 
critical realism, if we want to take into our epistemological account the different quality 
of the personal realm as a result of biocultural evolution. Polkinghorne’s awareness of the 
differences resides on an ontological level only, there he demands “a radical revision of 
any metaphysical scheme that sought to allot ontological priority simply to those aspects 
of reality that are accessible to the enquiry of natural sciences.”79 Yet if epistemology 
models ontology, should the variety of reality not also lead to a more flexible and diversi-
fied epistemology? 
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I want to summarise. I have argued that the degree of subjective involvement especially 
in personal science is too strong to remain calling it just „critical”. I add to that my own 
emphasis, that especially in the human sciences, it is not only a source of uncertainty; the 
personal element structures the social reality under „observation”. It is Dilthey’s insight, 
worked out by Polanyi’s philosophy of personal knowledge that paved the way for a bet-
ter perception of the constructive element in the process of science as activity of persons. 
My conclusion for incorporating the meaning of the personal sciences within the theory 
of science then is to propose a modification to critical realism called „constructive-critical 
realism”. As stressed by Torrance but also recognized by Polanyi, differences between 
the different domains exist, and the double adjective „constructive-critical” recalls that 
each object has to be known in its own way. Hence we should at least differentiate per-
sonal and impersonal „objects” in their relation to the personal factor. The „critical” view 
of the personal element as a self-critical enterprise with universal intent may dominate in 
the process of the natural sciences; the „constructive” view of the personal element may 
major in the process of human science – not to mention other domains of culture, such as 
arts and religion. In the impersonal realm, full understanding is the final goal of the 
search for rational explanations; in the personal realm emphatic understanding is a neces-
sary precondition without any explanations can be found at all.  

I see no difficulties to remain with realism, because in what we learned to be Polanyi’s 
contribution to Polkinghorne’s understanding of critical realism, we find answer to post-
modernist doubt. The realist’s „desk-thumping, foot-stamping shout of ‘really!’”80 is not 
meaningless, but does make deep sense, because without this ever daring leap of faith, no 
knowledge nor understanding could ever be achieved. It is indeed totally sufficient for 
science to select the coherent system of statements with the greatest possible comprehen-
siveness and „treating it as true”81. Yet by submitting to one’s own sense of responsibil-
ity a valid choice can be made, since this act is called forth by the agent’s utmost submis-
sion to his intimations of reality82.  
Our access to truth is limited; each person can know directly very little of truth and must 
trust others for the rest83. Nevertheless, this limited access to truth represents the ground 
on which we can claim freedom and respect. It provides the spiritual foundation of a free 
society, the achievement of which Polanyi called „man’s cosmic calling.”84  

Our constructive-critical challenge 

The concept of constructive-critical realism assumes that in the process of science (and in 
its application as well), cultural construction carrying ethical decisions is taking place. In 
the last part of this paper I want to deal with the ethical and theological assumptions in-
corporated in the concept.  

Biblically spoken, culture can be portrayed as an essential element of creation; man’s 
making of the tent of the covenant mirrors God’s making of the world (cf. Gen 1 with Ex 
24ss)85. By the means of culture human being takes part in the world’s continuous crea-
tion. The well-known concept of Philip Hefner to view man as „created co-creator” spells 
this out86. It „refers to the emergence of a creature, Homo sapiens, (1) who on the one 
hand is thoroughly a creature of nature and its processes of evolution – hence the term 
created – and (2) who at the same time is created by those very processes as a creature of 
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freedom.” Freedom is meant here to describe the condition of existence in which humans 
unavoidably face the necessity both of making choices that govern their behaviour and of 
constructing stories that contextualise and hence justify their choices: creating culture87. 

The created co-creator concept joins the attempts to overcome dualistic understandings of 
human beings that insist – unaware of its ecological consequences – on separating us 
from nature and its evolutionary processes in which we have emerged. Instead, the under-
standing of biocultural evolution will lead us to face the challenge to construct a cultural 
system that interfaces with our world as meticulously and as adequately as our physio-
biogenetic systems do88. Theologically interpreted, as God’s created co-creator it is 
man’s purpose to enable the systems of nature so that they can participate in God’s pur-
poses in the mode of freedom89. As images of God, humans are created to be an explicit 
representation and presence of God’s will in creation. God gave us an example to follow: 
the paradigm of the created co-creator is Jesus Christ. 

I want to adopt Hefner’s concept because it beautifully illustrates the task of human kind 
and the means and the meaning of the creative processes, which take place in cultural 
construction. Yet it is my opinion, that in Hefner's concept an account of the ambiguity of 
nature is missing; we do not only have to be aware of nature’s „marvellous fecundity and 
ingenious strategies for living”, but of „its wastefulness and suffering” as well90.  
With Polkinghorne, also these ambiguities have theologically to be interpreted. Perhaps 
one can recognize a „cruciform pattern of life through death” and view it as a necessary 
cost of a creation that was given by its Creator the freedom to be itself91. Yet there are 
some who recognise no more than the strife of selfish genes struggling for survival 
(Richard Dawkins) or blind chance at work (Jacques Monod).  

This should lead us to recall, that Biblically spoken humankind is not able of creation 
(bara is reserved for God’s work), but only of „making” (asa). Although not intended – 
especially not by Peacocke who stressed the co-creation when coining the term92 – the 
latter language could indeed carry with it the danger of the root sin of hubris, ‘to be like 
God’ (Gen 3). Hence, Polkinghorne prefers the more modest language of stewardship 
(tillers of God’s garden, cf. Gen 2) to that of co-creators93. Although this term may sound 
paternalistic, I do not agree that it has to carry a dualistic notion that separates humans 
from the rest of nature94. In my opinion, there is a categorical distinction between human-
ity and nature, because only human kind is created in the image of God. The error is not 
to make this distinction, but somewhat to forget who made it: God, not humankind. To 
present the image of God is not a reward but a free gift that calls for responsible answer. 

In constructive-critical realism, the critical element remains and may be a helpful re-
minder in the questions under discussion. Man is not only constructing, he is also de-
stroying the world, that is why we have the ecological debate. Additionally, one has to be 
aware of the fact that the cooperation of humankind in continuous creation is limited, 
because man cannot reproduce nature95. That makes a difference. Humankind cannot 
create nature, but only culture – in shaping nature. In theological language one could 
therefore translate the „constructive-critical” challenge of man, remembering the Biblical 
differentiation between bara and asa, to be „created for co-operation”. 
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The moral dimension 

Constructive-critical realism stresses the scientific enterprise to have a constructive direc-
tion to shape the world by the use of culture toward the realisation of increasing freedom 
- yet critically aware of its limits: nature’s limited resources and sin’s diminishment of 
man’s ability of recognition. The knowledge of humankind is essentially different from 
God’s wisdom, because the particular perspective of humankind can never overlook the 
whole of the world96. I guess, that is why the „fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowl-
edge” (Prov 1:7) respectively wisdom (Ps 111:10). 

Hefner acknowledges existing „incompetence in constructing adequately the cultural sys-
tems”97, yet I think this is not only a consequence of man’s detachment of nature, but 
moreover, his detachment of God, Biblically called sin. It is a very worthwhile enterprise 
to explore science and technology to be better informed in the responsible task of co-
creation - this is a of course a huge merit of the science and theology debate98. Yet I be-
lieve, as long as humankind is not in harmony with creation (hence, since the fall), the 
danger of our kind trying to ‘play God’ remains. As a true co-creator I could only envi-
sion humankind in its primordial or eschatological nature. Instead, human beings can co-
operate in creation, when they are aware of their own creator, which incorporates aware-
ness of being bound to nature. Adam (man) is made from adama (earth), inspired by 
God’s breath of life (Gen 2:7). 

Constructive-critical realism recalls the ethical standards for adequately constructing cul-
tural systems. In science, charity of reference is needed, viz. constructive-critical feed-
back, which has to orientate itself at the fruitfulness of the research program. Yet fruitful-
ness does not mean pragmatic productivity. It is an ethical task to distinguish the quality 
of the fruits, and to judge on the goodness of our fruits we need a purpose that counts99. 
According to constructive-critical realism this is humankind’s purpose to shape nature in 
cooperation with God and with the means of culture toward increasing realization of 
freedom in relationship. 

Beyond our limits 

My final question in this essay is where theology could be situated within what I sketched 
to be my idea of „constructive-critical realism”. First of all, as the Creator of all reality is 
prior to all human knowledge, I see realism as quite the right point to start for theology, 
too. It recalls the limits of our creativity and productivity; we cannot create a new nature, 
and we depend on God. Now, although I have won some significant insight from remem-
bering theology as usually situated in the human sciences (the German expression Geist-
eswissenschaften, „science of mind”, renders this more intuitive to understand), I do not 
want to leave theology there. Instead I think it is indeed the reward of the science and 
theology debate to show that theology belongs neither to natural science nor to human 
science. Instead, the science of the transpersonal has to incorporate the impersonal and 
the personal realm100.  

To „re-search” God, one therefore needs to regard both elements presented, the construc-
tive and the critical one. Where it comes to knowledge, one has critically to recall God’s 
transcendence and sin separating as from God. We have to discern our own projections of 
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God (resulting from our wish to be like God) from his self-revelation. This is where 
Feuerbach is right. Yet where it comes to deeds, we are asked to constructively co-
operate with God according to his revealed will, making his immanence present all 
through the world. The truth of God has to be proofed by our lives. His will of love has to 
be lived. The divine values have to be validated by us. 

When the Gifford Lectures require the lecturers to engage in ‘Promoting, Advancing, 
Teaching and Diffusing the study of Natural Theology’ and to ‘treat their subject as a 
strictly natural science’, I surely believe this to be a worthwhile enterprise. I also think, 
there is a kind of parallelism existing between the process of knowledge in impersonal 
and transpersonal science. Yet this parallelism is a culturally mediated, second-order one. 
The role of models and metaphors has to be elucidated before one could answer how ex-
actly natural science and theology interrelate. Theology has to draw not only on the im-
personal, but also on the personal sciences. This also means, that the moral dimension of 
science remains crucial for theology. „There is an inevitable moral component to the reli-
gious life”101, visualised in the paradigm Jesus Christ. 

Concluding consequences 

Our language reveals how we view the world. Critical realism is aware of the subject’s 
role in the process of science, but this role is presented in spectator-language. Hence I 
perceive the term „world-view” to be misleading, because it ideally presupposes the posi-
tion of a detached observer of the world. This supposition stands against our insight, that 
we are part of the whole of the world, always involved in the processes under observa-
tion. I think it would be in line with Michael Polanyi to argue that as it is us who drives 
the process of science, every worldview chosen includes an ethical decision, a „research 
programme” so to say102. If we stop speaking of „world-views” and start speaking of „re-
search programmes” instead, we make clear that the observer becomes an actor on the 
stage of inquiry and has to face the ethical question: what to do?  

We must not continue to perform science pragmatically simply for the sake of productiv-
ity. We must not force our cultural diversity into the paradigm of a natural-scientific 
scheme where ever increasing economy and rationality cease to present value and beauty 
and start to endanger the values of the personal realm. It is a reward of the current science 
and theology debate and its emphasis on the similarities between science and theology to 
remember us of the one world as creation of the one God. Yet the insight of Dilthey must 
not be lost, which points to intrinsic differences in the personal realm. Only when we 
properly regard these aspects within our approach, we can adequately remember the re-
sponsibility of science as a personal enterprise. 

With the idea of constructive-critical realism I want to enforce the consciousness of di-
versity on an epistemological level, realizing that if we extend epistemology to human 
sciences, the recognition of its ethical implications cannot be avoided. I believe, that a 
more differentiated concept like this is needed for the science and theology debate to de-
velop into a really interdisciplinary discussion. Our world is more than physics. It is even 
more than meta-physics. It is God’s vivid creation, allowed to be itself in its multitude of 
dimensions. „Human experience is diverse and varied, and each field of inquiry must 
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have its own autonomy; any limited synthesis will have to allow for considerable plural-
ism.”103 
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